
Tropical Mathematics and its Applications, Tuesday 26th April 2011

All talks will talk place in Frank Adams room 1 of the Alan Turing building in the School of Mathematics,
University of Manchester.

Note: The main research talks will be preceded by a very basic introductory talk aimed at those completely
new to tropical/max-plus mathematics.

11:00-12:00 An Introduction to Tropical Mathematics, Marianne Johnson (Manchester)

The words ‘tropical mathematics’ are used by researchers working in numerous fields including, but not
limited to, algebraic geometry, the analysis of discrete event dynamical systems, combinatorial optimisation
and scheduling problems, formal languages and automata, control theory, phylogenetics, statistical inference
and combinatorial/geometric group theory. In this talk I will explain what is meant by ‘tropical algebra’
and ‘tropical geometry’. The central idea is to develop and a kind of linear algebra and a corresponding
geometry by replacing the ground field by a weaker structure called an idempotent semifield. Typically we
consider either the real numbers augmented with −∞ under the operations of addition and maximum or the
real numbers augmented with +∞ under the operations of addition and minimum as our base of operations.

Main Programme

13:00-14:00 The tropical inverse problem, Diane Maclagan (Warwick)

Tropicalization turns an algebraic variety into a polyhedral complex. While much is known about the
combinatorial properties of such complexes (they are balanced, rational, pure complexes that are connected
through codimension one), the question of which such complexes are tropicalizations of varieties is less well
understood. In this talk I will survey what is known about this problem and variants, beginning with
explaining the above parenthetical remark, and indicate some applications of a solution.

14:15-15:15 The ultradiscrete KdV equation, Jonathan Nimmo (Glasgow)

The Korteweg de Vries equation is the prime example of a completely integrable nonlinear partial differential
equation having soliton solutions. These are stable solutions emerging from arbitrary initial data. Its special
properties have been studied since the 1960s and related methods have been applied to solve many other
similar integrable systems. Amongst these, the discrete KdV equation is a partial difference equation in
which both the space and time independent variables are discrete but dependent variable takes values in R.
This system gives the KdV equation in a continuum limit in which space and time become continuous.
In another limit, the so called ultradiscrete limit (in tropical language Maslov dequantization), the dependent
variable takes values in a subset of Z. The resulting system is called the ultradiscrete KdV equation and
shares many properties with its discrete and continuous cousins.
This talk will review some of the past work (by Satsuma, Takahashi, Tokihiro and others) on the ultradiscrete
KdV equation and then describe some of my own recent work on this topic.

16:00-17:00 A Tropical Model of mRNA Translation, Christopher Brackley (Aberdeen)

In biology mRNA translation is a major step in the process of cellular protein production. The protein
makeup of a cell determines its structure and function, and a key area of research is in how the cell controls
which, and to what abundance different proteins are produced. Proteins are folded chains of different amino
acids, the code for which is contained in the cell’s DNA. We have developed a model using Max-Plus algebra
and Petri nets to describe how proteins are built by molecular machines called ribosomes, which read the
code contained in mRNA molecules (which are transcribed from DNA). We try to understand the traffic of
ribosomes along mRNA molecules, and this reduces to a eigenvector problem in the max-plus algebra. By
finding the eigenvalue and eigenvectors associated with the matrix which describes ribosome flow we are able
to predict protein production rates and ribosome densities on the mRNA. We have results for both idealised
mRNAs and real coding sequences taken from the yeast genome.

We plan to go for an early dinner at East Z East shortly after the last talk. It would be very helpful if
you could let Marianne know if you intend to join us for dinner.



Directions from Manchester Piccadilly station

Walking from Manchester Piccadilly to the Alan Tur-
ing Building should take around 20 mins.

Leave the station by the Fairfield Street exit (head
down the escalators or lift from the main concourse)
which brings you out at a big road junction.

Cross both main roads, and go along a smaller road
(Granby Row) to the left of the Bull’s Head pub.

Keep straight on, as the road becomes a pedestrian
walk and then a road again, and at the phoneboxes
turn left onto Sackville Street.

Go under the railway bridge and continue under a
bridge between buildings, and where the road bends
off to the right, follow the left-hand pavement which
becomes a footpath and goes through an underpass.

Afterwards, keep left under the motorway flyover
(avoiding a deeper underpass ahead) before bearing
right (avoiding yet another underpass to the left).

After very carefully crossing the motorway sliproad,
you find yourself on Brook Street. Walk down this
(away from the flyover).

At the intersection with Grosvenor Street, cross both
roads and then continue along (now Upper) Brook
Street on the opposite side.

Cross the next side-road (Booth Street East, carefully
again!), continue past the Aquatics Centre car park
and then the Alan Turing Building is on your right.
To get into the building, go into the walkway after the
second ”finger” and then the doors are on your right.

Once inside the building, take the stairs (or lift) lo-
cated on your right-hand side to the first floor. Go
through the door to your left (the office should now be
in front of you with the lift on the wall behind). Follow
the walkway adjacent to the office all the way to the
end. The Frank Adams rooms will be on your left.



Lunch arrangements

Please not that lunch will not be provided. However, we plan to go to one of the university cafeterias
in University Place (see map below). If you would like to join us for lunch we will meet soon after the
introductory talk (say 12ish) on the atrium bridge area on the first floor of the Alan Turing building.

Dinner arrangements

We plan to go for a curry at East Z East (marked on the map below) shortly after the last talk. This is
conveniently located for departure to both Manchester Piccadilly and Manchester Oxford Road stations.


